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Spy Jul 21 2021 Smart. Funny. Fearless."It's pretty safe to say that Spy was the most influential magazine of the 1980s. It might
have remade New York's cultural landscape; it definitely changed the whole tone of magazine journalism. It was cruel, brilliant,
beautifully written and perfectly designed, and feared by all. There's no magazine I know of that's so continually referenced,
held up as a benchmark, and whose demise is so lamented" --Dave Eggers. "It's a piece of garbage" --Donald Trump.
The Last Place on Earth Jun 19 2021 Daisy and Henry are best friends, and they know all each other's secrets. Or, so Daisy
thinks, until she wakes up one morning to find that Henry and his family have disappeared without a trace. Daisy suspects
Henry's disappearance is connected to their seriously awkward meeting the night before, but then she finds a note from Henry,
containing just the words "SAVE ME." Deeply worried, Daisy convinces her unemployed brother to take her on a rescue
mission into the California mountains. As they begin to home in on Henry's exact location, they also start to find some
disturbing clues... clues that call into question everything Daisy believes she knows about her friend. Why is he so hard to find?
What kind of trouble is he in, exactly? And most importantly, who is actually saving who?
Gorging Out Nov 24 2021 Two days after graduate student Roger Froehlich fails his thesis exam and resigns from Berkeley, he
finds himself dividing his worldly goods—including his young son—with his wife. Left with nothing but his shattered dreams,
Roger escapes to his hometown and to the only person who means anything to him—his aunt Alicia. Terminally ill, Alicia’s last
wish is to reconcile with her estranged son, Fritz, a graduate student at Cornell who has suddenly disappeared. Despite his
disdain for his cousin, Roger agrees to travel to Ithaca to look for him. After failing to find Fritz, Roger soon learns more than he
ever wanted to know about the subject of his cousin’s perverse thesis project—the sexual nature of men who contact women
whose names are scrawled on bathroom walls—and how it has led to extortion, suicide, and murder. Suddenly in the midst of a
driving desire to serve his aunt and his cousin’s sinister secrets, Roger is forced to do things he never could have imagined. In
this suspenseful tale driven by the unscrupulous intentions of a graduate student, Roger finally confronts evil under horrifying
circumstances and soon discovers how quickly hate can transform into revenge.
Obsession and Eyewitness Aug 29 2019 "Obsession: FBI Agent Colin Roarke vows to protect former crush Michelle Girard
from the "Reunion Killer." Staying one step ahead is Colin's specialty, but as his frustration intensifies, so do the complications
of long-buried feelings. When Michelle is kidnapped, clues lead Colin to an abandoned mansion where dark secrets are
concealed--and dangerous desires hidden"--Page 4 of cover.
Critical Knowledge Transfer Apr 05 2020 How to transfer your organization’s most important knowledge—before it walks
out the door When highly skilled subject matter experts, engineers, and managers leave their organizations, they take with them
years of hard-earned, experience-based knowledge—much of it undocumented and irreplaceable. Organizations can thereby lose
a good part of their competitive advantage. The tsunami of “boomer” retirements has created the most visible, urgent need to
transfer such knowledge to the next generation. But there is also an ongoing torrent of acquisitions, layoffs, and
successions—not to mention commonplace promotions and transfers—all of which involve the loss of essential expertise.
Dorothy Leonard and Walter Swap first addressed this acute loss of knowledge in their groundbreaking book Deep Smarts
(2005). Since then, managers have repeatedly asked them for practical, proven techniques that will help transfer those deep
smarts—the organization’s critical, experience-based knowledge—before it’s too late. Now, with coauthor Gavin Barton, the
authors share a comprehensive approach to doing just that. Based on original research, numerous interviews with top managers,
and a wide range of corporate examples, Critical Knowledge Transfer provides a variety of practical options for identifying your
firm’s deep smarts and transferring that intelligence from experts to successors. Critical Knowledge Transfer will enable
managers to: • Determine the seriousness of their knowledge loss • Identify the deep smarts essential to their business • Utilize
proven techniques for transferring knowledge when its loss is imminent • Identify and implement long-term transfer program
apprenticeships • Set up individual learning plans for successors • Assess the success of their knowledge transfer initiatives This
book is essential reading for anyone managing talent in today’s volatile environment.
Mathematical Literacy Jul 29 2019 Why do so many learners, even those who are successful, feel that they are outsiders in the
world of mathematics? Taking the central importance of language in the development of mathematical understanding as its
starting point, Mathematical Literacy explores students’ experiences of doing mathematics from primary school to university what they think mathematics is, how it is presented to them, and what they feel about it. Building on a range of theory which

focuses on community, knowledge, and identity, the author examines two particular issues: the relationship between language,
learning, and mathematical knowledge, and the relationship between identity, equity, and processes of exclusion/inclusion. In
this comprehensive and accessible book, the author extends our understanding of the process of gaining mathematical fluency,
and provides tools for an exploration of mathematics learning across different groups in different social contexts. Mathematical
Literacy’s analysis of how learners develop particular relationships with the subject, and what we might do to promote equity
through the development of positive relationships, is of interest across all sectors of education—to researchers, teacher
educators, and university educators.
Outside the Box Dec 14 2020 Aubrey earned her love ‘em and leave ‘em reputation with her serial dating past. A pregnancy
scare makes her see the light and change her ways. She gets serious about school and stops dating – until she meets Luka and
falls head over heels for him. Luka doesn’t trust easily after having his heart crushed by the girl next door. When he meets
Aubrey, he doesn’t think she’s relationship material because of her past – even though he’s drawn to her. What happens when
the girl who always ran the moment a relationship got serious meets The One? Will Aubrey be able to get Luka to see her
Outside the Box he’s put her in?
Alakazam! May 31 2022 Presents instructions for forty-two magic tricks, including producing silk from mid-air, making a
thimble disappear, and making money appear.
Unforgettable May 07 2020 Baxter Green isn't like everyone else. While most people would forget about the little details of
everyday life, Baxter never forgets-not pain, not hurt, not embarrassment. In fact, Baxter never forgets anything-including a
string of account numbers, flashed before his eyes by his mother's criminal boyfriend, Dink, for use in a credit card scam. Years
after his testimony has locked Dink away, Baxter and his mother are in a new town, trying to forget the danger Dink brought
into their lives. Baxter wants to hide his unique ability, but it becomes increasingly more difficult when he reconnects with
Hallie, a girl from his childhood who has lived on in his memory long after she has forgotten him. Can Baxter win Hallie's
heart? Loretta Ellsworth's newest novel is one readers will never forget.
The Annotated Turing Oct 31 2019 Programming Legend Charles Petzold unlocks the secrets of the extraordinary and prescient
1936 paper by Alan M. Turing Mathematician Alan Turing invented an imaginary computer known as the Turing Machine; in
an age before computers, he explored the concept of what it meant to be computable, creating the field of computability theory
in the process, a foundation of present-day computer programming. The book expands Turing’s original 36-page paper with
additional background chapters and extensive annotations; the author elaborates on and clarifies many of Turing’s statements,
making the original difficult-to-read document accessible to present day programmers, computer science majors, math geeks,
and others. Interwoven into the narrative are the highlights of Turing’s own life: his years at Cambridge and Princeton, his secret
work in cryptanalysis during World War II, his involvement in seminal computer projects, his speculations about artificial
intelligence, his arrest and prosecution for the crime of "gross indecency," and his early death by apparent suicide at the age of
41.
Death in American Texts and Performances Aug 10 2020 How do twentieth and twenty-first century artists bring forth the
powerful reality of death when it exists in memory and lived experience as something that happens only to others? Death in
American Texts and Performances takes up this question to explore the modern and postmodern aesthetics of death. Working
between and across genres, the contributors examine literary texts and performance media, including Robert Lowell's For the
Union Dead, Luis Valdez' Dark Root of a Scream, Amiri Baraka's Dutchman, Thornton Wilder's Our Town, John Edgar
Wideman's The Cattle Killing, Toni Morrison's Sula and Song of Solomon, Don DeLillo's White Noise and Falling Man, and
HBO's Six Feet Under. As the contributors struggle to convey the artist's crisis of representation, they often locate the dilemma
in the gap between artifice and nature, where loss is performed and where re-membering is sometimes literally reenacted
through the bodily gesture. While artists confront the impossibility of total recovery or transformation, so must the contributors
explore the gulf between real corpses and their literary or performative reconstructions. Ultimately, the volume shows both artist
and critic grappling with the dilemma of showing how the aesthetics of death as absence is made meaningful in and by
language.
No Better Time Apr 17 2021 No Better Time tells of a young, driven mathematical genius who wrote a set of algorithms that
would create a faster, better Internet. It's the story of a beautiful friendship between a loud, irreverent student and his soft-spoken
MIT professor, of a husband and father who spent years struggling to make ends meet only to become a billionaire almost
overnight with the success of Akamai Technologies, the Internet content delivery network he cofounded with his mentor. Danny
Lewin's brilliant but brief life is largely unknown because, until now, those closest to him have guarded their memories and
quietly mourned their loss. For Lewin was almost certainly the first victim of 9/11, stabbed to death at age 31 while trying to
overpower the terrorists who would eventually fly American Flight 11 into the World Trade Center. But ironically it was 9/11
that proved the ultimate test for Lewin's vision—while phone communication failed and web traffic surged as never before, the
critical news and government sites that relied on Akamai -- and the technology pioneered by Danny Lewin -- remained up and
running.
Hog Pilots, Blue Water Grunts Sep 10 2020 In Hog Pilots, Blue Water Grunts, acclaimed journalist Robert D. Kaplan continues
his exploration of the American military's challenging and varied commitments around the world. From protecting sea lanes, to
providing disaster relief, to preparing for potential military confrontation with North Korea and Iran, Kaplan describes the
astonishing, vital, and often unacknowledged operations regularly performed by American military personnel in the air, at sea,
and on the ground. Vivid and illuminating, this book takes us deep into the highly technical and exotic cultures of the armed
forces, telling soldiers' stories from the perspective of the troops on the ground.
Sudoku Expert Extremely Difficult Feb 02 2020 Expert, Diabolical, Extremely Hard - you name it. The main point is - this
Sudoku Puzzle Book is not for a beginner. Features: - instructions (just in case) - 8.5 x 11 inches - 110 pages - 2 puzzles per

page - solutions - white paper - softcover If you are ready for this challenge, don't hesitate and order a copy today!
Getting in the Game Apr 29 2022 "I'd rather kiss Derek's padded butt than leave the ice right now with everyone thinking that
it's too rough out here for a girl." Seventh grader Joanna Giordano wants to play ice hockey, but the only game in town is the
boys' middle school team. Everyone tries to talk her out of playing--from the principal and the coach to the class bully, and even
her best friend, Ben. With humor and a feisty spirit, Joanna fights for her place both on and off the ice.
Invest in Your Life Jun 27 2019 This book explains investing in the life insurance market. It explains what the market for used
life insurance is and where it came from, and the steps to take through the entire process of a policy sale.
Fundamentals of IoT and Wearable Technology Design Jan 15 2021 Explore this indispensable guide covering the fundamentals
of IOT and wearable devices from a leading voice in the field Fundamentals of IoT and Wearable Technology Design delivers a
comprehensive exploration of the foundations of the Internet of Things (IoT) and wearable technology. Throughout the
textbook, the focus is on IoT and wearable technology and their applications, including mobile health, environment, home
automation, and smart living. Readers will learn about the most recent developments in the design and prototyping of these
devices. This interdisciplinary work combines technical concepts from electrical, mechanical, biomedical, computer, and
industrial engineering, all of which are used in the design and manufacture of IoT and wearable devices. Fundamentals of IoT
and Wearable Technology Design thoroughly investigates the foundational characteristics, architectural aspects, and practical
considerations, while offering readers detailed and systematic design and prototyping processes of typical use cases representing
IoT and wearable technology. Later chapters discuss crucial issues, including PCB design, cloud and edge topologies, privacy
and health concerns, and regulatory policies. Readers will also benefit from the inclusion of: A thorough introduction to the
applications of IoT and wearable technology, including biomedicine and healthcare, fitness and wellbeing, sports, home
automation, and more Discussions of wearable components and technologies, including microcontrollers and microprocessors,
sensors, actuators and communication modules An exploration of the characteristics and basics of the communication protocols
and technologies used in IoT and wearable devices An overview of the most important security challenges, threats, attacks and
vulnerabilities faced by IoT and wearable devices along with potential solutions Perfect for research and development scientists
working in the wearable technology and Internet of Things spaces, Fundamentals of IoT and Wearable Technology Design will
also earn a place in the libraries of undergraduate and graduate students studying wearable technology and IoT, as well as
professors and practicing technologists in the area.
Information Security Nov 05 2022 Now updated—your expert guide to twenty-first century information security Information
security is a rapidly evolving field. As businesses and consumers become increasingly dependent on complex multinational
information systems, it is more imperative than ever to protect the confidentiality and integrity of data. Featuring a wide array of
new information on the most current security issues, this fully updated and revised edition of Information Security: Principles
and Practice provides the skills and knowledge readers need to tackle any information security challenge. Taking a practical
approach to information security by focusing on real-world examples, this book is organized around four major themes:
Cryptography: classic cryptosystems, symmetric key cryptography, public key cryptography, hash functions, random numbers,
information hiding, and cryptanalysis Access control: authentication and authorization, password-based security, ACLs and
capabilities, multilevel security and compartments, covert channels and inference control, security models such as BLP and
Biba's model, firewalls, and intrusion detection systems Protocols: simple authentication protocols, session keys, perfect forward
secrecy, timestamps, SSH, SSL, IPSec, Kerberos, WEP, and GSM Software: flaws and malware, buffer overflows, viruses and
worms, malware detection, software reverse engineering, digital rights management, secure software development, and
operating systems security This Second Edition features new discussions of relevant security topics such as the SSH and WEP
protocols, practical RSA timing attacks, botnets, and security certification. New background material has been added, including
a section on the Enigma cipher and coverage of the classic "orange book" view of security. Also featured are a greatly expanded
and upgraded set of homework problems and many new figures, tables, and graphs to illustrate and clarify complex topics and
problems. A comprehensive solutions manual is available to assist in course development. Minimizing theory while providing
clear, accessible content, Information Security remains the premier text for students and instructors in information technology,
computer science, and engineering, as well as for professionals working in these fields.
Sudoku Extra Hard Mar 05 2020 Expert, Diabolical, Extremely Hard - you name it. The main point is - this Sudoku Puzzle
Book is not for a beginner. Features: - instructions (just in case) - 8.5 x 11 inches - 110 pages - 2 puzzles per page - solutions white paper - softcover If you are ready for this challenge, don't hesitate and order a copy today!
Watchbearers Quartet Jul 01 2022 4 Fabulous Time-Travel Novels in 1 Big Boxset! When a team of ten researchers from the
far future materialize in New York City in the summer of 2000, everything goes wrong from the start—and a series of thrilling
and amusing adventures begin… (*Contains the complete text of Watchbearers Book 1: Millennium Crash, Book 2: Centenary
Separation, Book 3: Uncertain Murder, and Book 4: Prohibited Activities)
Persuasion and Influence in American Life Jul 09 2020 For more than twenty-five years, the authors have highlighted the
complexities, subtleties, and pervasive influence of persuasive messages. The seventh edition again blends historical, rhetorical,
and social psychological approaches to persuasion theory. The engaging discussions and multiple examples introduce the
intricacies of social influence and highlight methods of presentation as well as evaluation. The dynamic topic of persuasion
presents a constantly changing palette for analysis. The authors dissect theory and practice in multiple contexts—from
interpersonal interactions to public communication and persuasive campaigns to advertising to politics. Twitter, YouTube, and
social networking sites offer new media for persuasive appeals. The means of persuading one another changes constantly, yet
much of what was written by Aristotle continues to be relevant. The production of persuasive messages and the study of
message effects have been and will continue to be fertile ground for exploration. Persuasion is an interactive process requiring
willing and attentive participants. Becoming responsible, ethical, and credible persuaders involves systematic thinking and

informed preparation. The skills required for planning, composing, and delivering effective messages are equally useful for
evaluating messages received. The seventh edition provides a thorough, up-to-date discussion of classic and contemporary
theories of persuasion to aid readers in developing skills as effective persuaders and as critical consumers of persuasive
messages.
Sudoku Very Hard Feb 25 2022 Expert, Diabolical, Extremely Hard - you name it. The main point is - this Sudoku Puzzle
Book is not for a beginner. Features: - instructions (just in case) - 8.5 x 11 inches - 87 pages - 4 puzzles per page - solutions white paper - softcover If you are ready for this challenge, don't hesitate and order a copy today!
Moving on - Woman with a Past Seeks Man for the Future Jan 27 2022 Marie Likisch tells the story of her life - a 40 year
old mom with six children, an ex-partner who is the father of the children and an ex-partner with whom she had had an affair.
She lives in a village in Bavaria and suffers from severe heartache. Therefore, she looks for a man on the internet. The author
wrote this novel in a time of spiritual misery and agony of love. It reflects her soul, her heart and her attitude. Once witty and
lively, once serious and thoughtful. No fictional characters because life provides enough material to fill volumes. In this book,
the author develops her own philosophy of life.
Millennium Crash Sep 03 2022 What do you do when it all goes sideways? Because going back is not an option.
EVERYTHING GOES WRONG when the first research expedition from the future lands in the summer of 2000 in New York
City. The master time-travel device is destroyed, the professor in charge is killed, and the rest of the travelers are scattered
across that ancient metropolis. They’re stranded in the past, their project in a shambles from the start, and their troubles are only
beginning… Watchbearers Book 1. The adventures continue with Book 2: Centenary Separation, Book 3: Uncertain Murder,
and Book 4: Prohibited Activities.
Sudoku Extra Hard Jan 03 2020 Expert, Diabolical, Extremely Hard - you name it. The main point is - this Sudoku Puzzle
Book is not for a beginner. Features: - instructions (just in case) - 8.5 x 11 inches - 110 pages - 2 puzzles per page - solutions white paper - softcover If you are ready for this challenge, don't hesitate and order a copy today!
Wounded Bride Oct 24 2021 The city of Chicago is relentless. Murders and other violent crimes pile up: a woman lies in the
hospital in a coma, a man is brutally attacked in his sleep, and a child suffers. Detective Maria Mateo is new to the Chicago
Police Department, but she’s not soft. In spite of her strength, every case that arises brings troubling memories of her past and
fear that her deepest secret will be revealed and threaten everything she’s worked for. When her captain discovers she’s having
difficulty with her health, she faces the possibility of losing her badge for good. Mateo struggles to keep her personal baggage
out of her work, but when a woman is almost smothered, the investigation leads Mateo to help someone she never thought she’d
see again.
InfoWorld Mar 29 2022 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic
Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Numerical Methods for Scientific Computing Aug 02 2022 A comprehensive guide to the theory, intuition, and application of
numerical methods in linear algebra, analysis, and differential equations. With extensive commentary and code for three
essential scientific computing languages: Julia, Python, and Matlab.
Rebels Divided Oct 12 2020 "After the Second American Civil War, a young man and woman from opposite sides of a divided
nation join forces to rescue her sister and avenge his father's murder"--Page 4 of cover.
Tales from the Teachers' Lounge Sep 30 2019 From the critically acclaimed author of Daddy Needs a Drink—hailed by the
Los Angeles Times as “consistently hilarious”—comes a series of irreverent, wickedly observant essays about what it really
means to be a teacher today. With his trademark wit and wisdom, Robert Wilder dissects the world’s noblest
profession—whether he’s taming a classroom full of hormonal teenagers or going one-on-one with the school bully. Wilder was
twenty-six when he found his true calling. Leaving a lucrative advertising career in New York, he got a job as an assistant firstgrade teacher at a Santa Fe alternative school—and never looked back. Now he brings his unique perspective—as a teacher,
parent, and former student—to a series of laugh-out-loud essays that show teaching at its most absurd…and most rewarding.
With brutal candor he chronicles his own lively adventures in modern education, from navigating cutthroat kindergarten signups to subbing for a class experiment gone wrong–and dares to tell about it. He shares the surprising lessons he’s learned in the
trenches of his profession, including how to bribe a four-year-old (his own) to stop swearing in a Lutheran preschool and the
best way to teach moody teenagers…manage “helicopter” parents…and cope with bullies—whether of the school-yard, Internet,
or parental kind. And he offers tough love for cheaters who log on to www.SchoolSucks.com, then puts to rest forever the
question of why new teachers gain weight (hint: the free donuts don’t help). In Tales from the Teachers’ Lounge, Robert Wilder
charts life’s learning curve with a warmth and humor you don’t find in textbooks. By turns heartwarming, eye-opening, and
uproariously funny, these pitch-perfect essays offer priceless lessons in life, family, learning, and teaching from a true lover of
education.
The Heart of A Man Nov 12 2020
Death By Social Network Mar 17 2021 A dark portrayal of a brilliant mind with a tortured soul, a subtle wakeup call for social
network enthusiasts. Richard is a gifted mathematician without means to pursue his dreams. After the death his mother and only
friend, he finds himself alone in the world. He finds his match online. The resemblance is chilling and his credentials are perfect.
Richard presents himself as a reporter, and the brilliant programmer buys the story. After his removal, Richard assumes his
identity to obtain both status and sanctuary in Silicon Valley. What starts out as a promising means to gain notoriety turns sour
as his identity is questioned. Richard, or Kevin as he is now known, responds by applying his gifted knowledge to thwart those
that stand to deny him. One foiled attempt to conquer a potential foe leaves him with no other option – but to run. When his true
identity is discovered, the chase begins...
Visual Thinking Aug 22 2021 'Grandin has helped us understand autism not just as a phenomenon, but as a different and

coherent mode of existence that otherwise confounds us' The New York Times 'A powerful and provocative testament to the
diverse coalition of minds we'll need to face the mounting challenges of the twenty-first century' Steve Silberman, bestselling
author of NeuroTribes Do you think in pictures, patterns or words? In a world engineered for the verbal thinker, those of us with
a visual brain can often be overlooked and underestimated. In this landmark book, international bestselling author and activist
Temple Grandin transforms our understanding of how our brains are wired differently. Bringing together cutting-edge research
and her own experience as a visual thinker, Grandin reveals a ground-breaking new approach to revolutionizing modern
structures such as education, health and media so that they equally serve people with all kinds of minds. Visual Thinking is a
perspective shifting book that will open our eyes to the value of a life in picture.
Frequently Asked Questions in Quantitative Finance Oct 04 2022 Getting agreement between finance theory and finance
practice is important like never before. In the last decade the derivatives business has grown to a staggering size, such that the
outstanding notional of all contracts is now many multiples of the underlying world economy. No longer are derivatives for
helping people control and manage their financial risks from other business and industries, no, it seems that the people are
toiling away in the fields to keep the derivatives market afloat! (Apologies for the mixed metaphor!) If you work in derivatives,
risk, development, trading, etc. you'd better know what you are doing, there's now a big responsibility on your shoulders. In this
second edition of Frequently Asked Questions in Quantitative Finance I continue in my mission to pull quant finance up from
the dumbed-down depths, and to drag it back down to earth from the super-sophisticated stratosphere. Readers of my work and
blogs will know that I think both extremes are dangerous. Quant finance should inhabit the middle ground, the mathematics
sweet spot, where the models are robust and understandable, and easy to mend. ...And that's what this book is about. This book
contains important FAQs and answers that cover both theory and practice. There are sections on how to derive Black-Scholes (a
dozen different ways!), the popular models, equations, formulae and probability distributions, critical essays, brainteasers, and
the commonest quant mistakes. The quant mistakes section alone is worth trillions of dollars! I hope you enjoy this book, and
that it shows you how interesting this important subject can be. And I hope you'll join me and others in this industry on the
discussion forum on wilmott.com. See you there!” FAQQF2...including key models, important formulae, popular contracts,
essays and opinions, a history of quantitative finance, sundry lists, the commonest mistakes in quant finance, brainteasers, plenty
of straight-talking, the Modellers' Manifesto and lots more.
Sudoku Extreme Dec 02 2019 Expert, Diabolical, Extremely Hard - you name it. The main point is - this Sudoku Puzzle Book is
not for a beginner. Features: - instructions (just in case) - 8.5 x 11 inches - 87 pages - 4 puzzles per page - solutions - white
paper - softcover If you are ready for this challenge, don't hesitate and order a copy today!
Math Geek Feb 13 2021 The new "sine" of mathematical geekdom! Do you dream about long division in your sleep? Does the
thought of solving abstruse equations bring a smile to your face? Do you love celebrating pi every March? Then, Math Geek
was made for you! With this guide, you'll learn even more about the power of numbers as you explore their brilliant nature in
ways you've never imagined. From manhole covers to bubbles to subway maps, each page gives you a glimpse of the world
through renowned mathematicians' eyes and reveals how their theorems and equations can be applied to nearly everything you
encounter. Covering dozens of your favorite math topics, you'll find fascinating answers to questions like: How are the waiting
times for buses determined? Why is Romanesco Broccoli so mesmerizing? How do you divide a cake evenly? Should you run or
walk to avoid rain showers? Filled with compelling mathematical explanations, Math Geek sheds light on the incredible world
of numbers hidden deep within your day-to-day life.
Basher Science: Algebra and Geometry Sep 22 2021 Anything but square – this is algebra and geometry as you’ve never seen it
before! Meet Polygon and Plane, Reflection and Rotation, Odd Number and his buddy Even Number and the three amigos Sine,
Cosine and Tangent. Discover the secrets of their world and how they like to throw their numbers about. Perfect for both home
and school, Basher Science: Algebra and Geometry is a compelling guide to the community of characters who make maths
interesting.
Killing Zebra Horses Dec 26 2021 A murder of a local, beautiful and popular girl, lzzy Johnson, shakes the town. Her death
leaves many unanswered questions... Why did she storm out of school on that cold February day? Why did someone brutally
strangle her just moments later? Everything points to a killer she knows all too well. In a small town where everyone knows
everyone, does this mean a murderer has been living right under their noses? But sometimes the truth is complicated. Sometimes
when we hear hooves we need to think of zebras not horses... DI Alison Dobson is called in to investigate. She has escaped her
own troubled past and settled in the small market town where she hoped to find peace. Instead, she discovers secrets, jealousies
and grudges held through generations. More than one person had reason to wish Izzy Johnson dead and more than one person
had an opportunity to kill her. She must look beyond the ordinary motives and the usual suspects and recognise that the reason
for Izzy’s death lay within the extraordinary nature of the girl herself. The hunt for the truth leads to a witness in danger, a
suspect who becomes a victim and DI Dobson herself battling for her life. Can she get to the truth of Izzy’s cold blooded
murder?
The Rachel Riley Diaries: Back to Life May 19 2021 Right! It is time to take things in hand. Life is definitely what you make
it and I am going to make mine fabulous! In order to find THE ONE and have a meaningful life I must seize the day. I will need
to kiss a few frogs before I meet my prince though . . . I just need to be open-minded. And open-armed. And possibly openmouthed. I'm Rachel Riley - welcome to my so-called life.
Blythe College Jun 07 2020 Complete Series Plus Bonus Scenes!Push the EnvelopeAlexa is just your average college junior,
attending classes and piloting Mile High Club charter flights. Boys haven't been on her radar for a couple years after a disastrous
breakup with her high school sweetheart. Her plans to focus on school hit a bit of a snag when she meets bad-boy Drake Bennett
and he sets his sights on making her his own.Drake transferred to Blythe College for the rugby team, not for a new assortment of
college girls. He's sexy and cocky, and he attracts women like moths to a flame. When he meets Alexa, Drake knows he's met

his match. She tries to resist him, but Drake isn't used to taking no for an answer.Hit the WallJackson thought he knew what
love was and feels like he missed his chance at happiness. He realizes he wasted his chance by chasing after one-night stands
instead of going after what he really wanted.Kaylie knows what loss feels like and doesn't want to take a chance on love. She
puts up walls to keep her heart protected from experiencing that kind of pain again.What happens when a guy who refuses to
lose out again meets a girl who resists him as much as she can? Will Jackson be able to hit the wall Kaylie has put up and knock
it down?Summer Nights: Push it Forward & Hold your HorsesPush It ForwardDrake and Alexa had a whirlwind romance in
Push the Envelope, falling for each other hard and fast. But their newfound love is tested during summer break when their plans
mean time spent apart. When danger comes knocking on Alexa's door with the return of her ex-boyfriend to town, Drake drops
everything to be by her side.Can Drake convince Alexa that it's time to push their relationship forward? Or will she allow her
fears to hold her back?Hold Your HorsesCharlotte thought she was doing the right thing when she decided to go away to
college. When graduation comes and she needs to decide if it's time to go back home and settle down, she worries that she's not
ready yet. Shane has waited four long years for Charlotte, after agreeing to a long-distance relationship because it was the only
way to keep her in his life. He can hardly wait for her to come home so they can finally start their life together.What happens
when the girl who is nervous about settling down to small-town life comes home to the guy who is ready to pop the
question?Outside the BoxAubrey earned her love 'em and leave 'em reputation with her serial dating past. A pregnancy scare
makes her see the light and change her ways. She gets serious about school and stops dating - until she meets Luka and falls
head over heels for him.Luka doesn't trust easily after having his heart crushed by the girl next door. When he meets Aubrey, he
doesn't think she's relationship material because of her past - even though he's drawn to her.What happens when the girl who
always ran the moment a relationship got serious meets The One? Will Aubrey be able to get Luka to see her Outside the Box
he's put her in?Winter WeddingAll Alexa wants is to walk down the aisle to Drake with their family and friends surrounding
them. Feeling the loss of her mother more acutely than ever, she agrees to a lavish event in an effort to please her new motherin-law. The stress of a high-profile wedding starts to wear on her - and that's before things even start to go wrong.All Drake
wants is to make Alexa his wife. He knows something is bothering his fiancée and means to get to the bottom of it. After a series
of mishaps threaten to ruin their big day, he''s determined to set things right for Alexa. Drake takes matters into his own hands to
ensure that their wedding day is everything she's ever wanted - giving Alexa the winter wedding of a lifetime.
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